Christmas Holly Centerpiece
Includes a pattern for all seasons
by Ruth Jensen
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Make one copy of the petal pattern. Using 45”
wide fabric, fold it salvages together. Next, fold
the width in thirds. This will make six layers. Place
the pattern on top and pin securely. Cut this pattern
out once to get six pieces. This will really simplify
the work of this project.

Cut six fusible felt/fleece. Trim 1/4” seam
away from the outer edge.
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Heat set the fusible, glue side down, centered on the wrong side petal shape. Cover
the fleece and fabric with a damp press cloth
and use an iron set to wool/steam setting.
Press down firmly for 10-15 seconds. Repeat,
lifting and slightly overlapping until all fabirc is
fused. This will give the centerpiece great body
when it is completed.
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Place the petal right sides together on a
square of backing fabirc. Pin to secure. Sew
1/4” around the outer edge, leaving the straight
edge open for turning right side out. Turn it right
side out and press so that the holly points are
well defined. Repeat for the other ive units.
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Using the petal pattern provided( page 4), mark
the location of the fold. Be sure this is done with
exactness, as a small variance with create smaller
or larger leaves.
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Turn the open edges of the center to the inside and
stitch on the edge to finish. Press.
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Place two leaf units together so they match
perfectly and are back sides together. Use
the marked line to stitch them together, backstitching at each end. Repeat for all six leaves.
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This is an easy, fast, and gorgeous pattern
that it perfect for gift giving. We’ve provided
an addition shape for the holly leaves so with
a change in fabrics this beautiful pattern can
work for any season.. Be sure to check out our
other patterns at:
www.thimble-art.com
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Christmas Holly Centerpiece
Cut six for the flower fabric
Cut six for the backing/holly
Cut six fusible felt/fleece
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All Season Centerpiece

Cut six for the flower fabric
Cut six for the backing/small lea
Cut six fusible fet/fleece
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Leaf Patterns for Marking
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Christmas Holley Centerpiece
1/4 yard- print for petal
1/4 yard-backing/leaves
6-6” x 8” fusible felt pieces
Matching thread
Candle

This is one of a series of Block-of-theWeek patterns available for $2.00 on our
website:www.thimble-art.com

This pattern works best when the two fabrics have good contrast.

This centerpiece is best used in a creation
that will be only hand washed.
This design would be great for gift giving.

We have great video tutorials on YouTube
that can really help you succeed. Search
for our channel: Ruth Jensen, Thimbleart

This pattern includes an additional shape
which can be used to create centerpieces
for all seasons.
.
We offer this pattern for you at a
great price for just $2.00. Remember, it is copyrighted.
Please direct others to our website for their own copy.
Thank you!

